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A PIECE OF MUSICAL HISTORY
Special moments have a unique history of evolution. The story
of K&F VIDA L led to the installation in one of the world's largest
and acoustically most advanced concert halls, the Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, Germany. It's a remarkable story that began
at Echo Klassik 2017, Germany's Award Ceremony for classical
music, which was broadcasted live on German Public Television.
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TESTIMONIALS
"I was very pleasantly surprised by the even and authen-

"K&F VIDA is a precise and useful tool to greatly satisfy

tic sound of the new speaker system. The rich and natural

our special requirements regarding Sonic performance and

reproduction within Yasuhisa Toyota's extremely accurate

Installation properties. With Kling & Freitag's supplied GLL

and lively acoustic design is impressive!" – Peter Schnee-

Data, we can create realistic simulations and ensure that

kloth.

our planning will work in each project. Beamsteering and

Peter Schneekloth has been working with reknown Tenor José Carreras for
over 17 years, taking care of all sound engineering aspects. In August 2018
he had the opportunity to visit the grand concert hall at the Elbphilharmie and
experience the newly installed Kling & Freitag VIDA L/C sound system.

cardioid low frequenzy pattern control perform as defined
in theory, all while retaining great musicality. We are very
happy with the flexibility for the broad range of applications in the grand concert hall."
Jonathan Hammoor
Systems Engineer Elbphilharmonie
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